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Control sets on linear grammars are used to define a generalization f the 
metalinear hierarchy within the context free languages. The families introduced 
are defined inductively by controlling labeled linear grammars with languages 
in one family, to yield languages in the next larger family, starting the induction 
with the metalinear families. The essential properties of these families are 
analogous to those of the context free family. In particular, decidability 
properties are the same and on one symbol alphabets member languages are 
regular. These are consequences of entirely new pumping results which 
provide a classification within the context sensitive languages, finer than the 
classical one. 
The concept of a controlled grammar is a well known generalization of an 
ordinary grammar. Ginsburg and Spanier (1968) presented a study of leftmost 
derivations in which the corresponding string of productions belonged to 
a set of strings previously specified. The existence of leftmost derivations 
for strings belonging to context free languages make the latter very useful 
from the parsing point of view. By controlling linear grammars with suitable 
sets we are able to obtain strict extensions of the context free languages (1972) 
and provide these extensions with parsing techniques analogous to those 
within the context free grammars. 
Many authors have obtained extensions of the context free grammars, 
among such extensions are matrix grammars, programmed grammars, and 
state grammars. The "reasonableness" of these extensions, however, remains 
unclear. We measure the closeness of our's to the context free grammars by 
the properties that remain preserved. For our extension we list decidability 
and regularity on one symbol alphabets, parsing techniques, pumping results, 
homomorphic haracterization in terms of generalized Dyck languages and 
Parikh's theorem, these results and properties all appear in the author's 
* This research was done at the University of Iowa as part of the author's disserta- 
tion. 
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dissertation and the main extension will appear (Khabbaz, 1974). From the 
parsing point of view the extension is certainly useful, it is defined by an 
inductive generative scheme which is natural and worthy of further study. 
The contribution of this paper adds to these common properties and shows 
that the metalinear hierarchy generalizes to yield successively larger 
hierarchies within the appropriate classes of the extension. These hierarchies 
form a two way- countably infinite hierarchy which may be called the 
generalized metalinear hierarchy. 
Let G = (V, Z, a, P) be a grammar where V, 27, ~, P are respectively the 
variables, terminals, start symbol and productions. We assume V c3 27 = 25. 
DEFINITION 1. A production is said to be linear if it is of the form 
-+ u or ~:-~ u~v where u, v ~ 27* and ~, e ~ V. A grammar is said to be 
linear, if every production in it is linear. A language is said to be linear if it is 
generated by some linear grammar. 
DEFINITION 2. A grammar G = (V, 2, a, P) is said to be metalinear of 
degree i if 
(1) The start symbol ~ does not appear on the right side of any 
production. 
(2) Productions are either linear not starting with a or of the form 
a--+~la 2"'" aj where a is the start symbol, ! ~<J ~<i and a~ V for all 
k = 1, 2,...,j. The family of metalinear languages of degree i is denoted 
by JCZi • 
DEFINITION 3. A labeled grammar G = (V, Z,e,  P,L)  is a five-tuple 
where G ~- (V, Z, ~ P) is a grammar and L is a set of symbols (labels), 
each production being labeled by an element of L (i.e., a single valued map 
from L onto P is assumed). A labeled production is denoted by I: e~ ---, u, and 
we write u ~z v to mean v is derived from u using the production l. The 
notation u *~= v extends u ~ z v in the usual manner. 
DEFINITION 4. A controlled grammar is a pair .~ = (G, A) where G is a 
labeled grammar and A is a language with alphabet he label set of G (i.e., 
A CL*). The language derived by d is denoted by L(~) and defined to be 
L (~)~-{x~Z* l~*~x where ~rEA}. 
When no confusion arises we may use the notation L(G, A) to mean L(.~). 
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DEFINITION 5. Let .,W be the family of labeled linear grammars. Let ~ 
be the family of metalinear languages of degree i and let CF be the family of 
context free languages. Define 
Jz( i ,  0) - ~ / ,  
d//(i, j) ~ .~¢/~(i, j  -- 1) Vj > 0, 
~= CF, 
~ =- ~1~_~ vj > o, 
where ¢Lf/~ ~ {L(~)] ~ : (G, A) and G coW, A ~ ~}. 
We shall be mainly concerned with the families dZ(i,j) as the properties of 
the families ~.  have already been accepted for publication (1974) and may be 
found in the author's dissertation. We merely state that ~q~. C ~c~j.+l Vj >/0  
and ~.  C CS where CS is the family of Context sensitive languages. That is we 
have the proper infinite hierarchy ~o C ~ C ~ C ." C CS. 
DEFINITION 6. Let G=(V,Z ,a ,P ,L )  be a labeled grammar, the 
derivational complexity of G is denoted by C(G) and defined to be C(G) = 
Notation. Let K e rig(i, j) then, i f j  = 0 there exists a metalinear grammar 
G o of degree i such that K = L(Go) and if j > 0 there exists a sequence 
G~, Gj_ 1 ..... G o such that G, E £f  V1 ~ t ~ j and G o is a metalinear grammar 
of degree i and such that if we set -~o -= Go and set .~ = (G,,  L(~t-1)) for 
1 ~ t ~ j we have K = L(.~j). We use the notation L(Gj ,  Gs_ 1 ..... Go) = K 
to mean L (~ j )= K and when no confusion arises, the notation 
(Gj ,  Gj_ 1 ,..., Go) ~ Jg(i, j) will be used to meanL(Gg., Gj_ 1 ,..., Go) ~ ~( i , j ) .  
DEFINITION 7. Let G = (V, Z, a, P) be a metalinear grammar of degree i. 
We say the rules of G are in normal form, if each production in P has one of 
the following forms: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
It is further required 
production. 
a- -+ala  s ' ' ' a  s where 1 ~-~s~/andcr tcVV1 ~t  ~s ,  
o~ --+ aft where fl ~ V and a ~ Z, 
--+ fla where fi ~ V and a ~ Z', 
(:X ----~ E. 
that a does not appear on the right side of any 
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Let G = (V, 27, a, P, L) be a labeled linear grammar. We say the rules of G 
are in normal form, if each produetion in P has one of the following forms 
(1) l: ~ --~ a/3 where fi ~ V and a E Z, 
(2) h ~ --+ [3a where 13 ~ V and a ~ 27, 
(3) h ~ ~. 
We state a theorem whose proof is straight forward but tedious. 
NORMAL FORM THEOREM. Let K ~ ~¢{(i, j), then there exists a sequence GO , 
G 1 ,..., Gj such that 
(1) G o is a metalinear grammar of degree i, G t ~ ~ for all 1 ~ t ~ j  and 
K = L (G j ,  e j_  1 ,..., aO). 
(2) The rules of Gt are in normal form for all 0 <~ t <~ j. 
(3) L(G t , Gt_~ ,..., Go) C C(Gt+~) for all 0 ~< t ~< j --  1. 
Proof. See Khabbaz (1974) for the argument. [ ]  
The following example will be used in what follows. 
EXAMPLE. Let K(i, O) : {canlcb~lca~cb~c "" can~cb~c} where ne > 0 for 
1 ~< k ~< i. For j > 0 let K(i, j) = {(xxR) zj-1 L x ~ K(i, 0)} where x a denotes 
the reversal of x and (xxR) ~j-1 is the concatenation of 2 j-1 copies of xx R. Then 
K( i , j )  ~ Jd( i , j ) .  To see this let G = (V, 27, or, P) be a metalinear grammar of 
degree i where 2 /= {a, b, e}, V =- {a, a l ,  a2,..., cri, c~1, ~2 ,..-, ai} and 
P = {~r --> a~%.., a~} w {(r~ --> ca,c) u (~ --+ c~k I 1 < k <~ i --  1} 
td {c~ --+ ac~kb , c~ k~ acb ] 1 ~ k ~ i}, 
then L(G) = K(i, 0). 
Assume K(i, j )  E JC/(i,j) and let G = ({a), {a, b, c), a, P, {a, b, c, #}) 
where P --= {#: ~--~ ~) t3 {a: e--+ a6a I a ~{a, b, c}). Let ~ = (G, K ( i , j )#)  
then K( i , j+  1)=L(~) .  Thus K( i , j )~ J l ( i , j )  for all i> /1  and j>/0 .  
[ ]  
Terminology. An A-block in a word in K( i , j )  is an entire string a ~ 
between two consecutive c's. Similarly a B-bloek is an entire string b ~ 
between two consecutive c's. When k is odd, the kth and kth + 1 blocks 
(of any word in K( i , j ) )  are called adjacent. 
Remark 1. In any word in K(i, 0) adjacent Mocks have the same length. 
Proof. Immediate by the nature of the grammar defining K(i, 0). [] 
643/2513-z 
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In referencing blocks and segments of words in K( i , j )  we shall be using 
the functions f and g defined below. 
DEFINITION 8. For each i >~ 1 and 1 ~< k ~ 2i, define a set f ( i , L  k) 
of natural numbers as follows: 
f( i ,  O, k) = {k}, and for j > 0 let 
f ( i ,  j, k) = f( i ,  j -- 1, k) t3 {2~+ai + 1 -- n I n ~f( i ,  j - -  1, k)}. 
DEFINITION 9. For each s ~ 1 and 1 ~ k ~ s, define a set g(s, j, k) of 
natural numbers as follows: g(s, O, k) ~- {k}, and for j > 0 let g(s,j, k) = 
g(s, j -- 1, k) w {2;s + 1 --  n I n ~ g(s, j - -  1, k)}. 
Remark 2. The function f has the following properties 
2i 
(1) 0 f ( i , j ,  k) = {m ] 1 <~ m <~ 2;+ti}. 
(2) [f(i, fi k)l -= 2L 
(3) f ( i , j ,  k) c~f(i, fi k') = ;5 iff k :~ k'. 
(4) I f  m, n ~f ( i , j ,  k) and D~,  Dn are respectively the mth and nth 
blocks in some word in K(i, j )  then I Dm] --  I D~ [. That is, these blocks have 
the same length. 
(5) I f  j>  0 then 
f ( i ,  fi k) =- {4ti + k'l 0 <~ t <~ 2 j -1  - -  1} u {4ti + 1 --  k I 1 <~ t <~ 2J-1}. 
(6) I f  k is odd and m ef ( i ,  L k) u f ( i , L  k + 1) then 
] ( i , j ,  k) ~3f( i , j ,  k + 1) t c°ntains m + 1 i fm is odd, 
(contains m --  1 if m is even. 
Proof. (1)-(6) are proved by induction on./'. We shall only prove (4) since 
the others are numerical and straight forward. 
(4) I f  m, n ~f( i ,  O, k) then m : n : k hence [Dm [ == [ D~ [. Assume 
(4) is true for j .  I f  n ~f ( i , j  + 1, k) and D~ is the nth block of some z aK  
( i , j  + 1), then there exists ~f( i ,  fi k) such that [ D n [ • t D,  I where D n is 
the ~th block ofz.  To see this assume n ~ {2J+2i + 1 --  t f t af ( i ,  L k)}, (for if 
n ~f( i ,  fi k) choose ~ = n). Hence n ~ 2s+zi + 1 - -  ~ where ~Ef ( i , L  k). 
Now since zEK( i , j+  1) we have z=ztz t  R where z l~K( i , ]  ). Since 
z 1 ~ K(i,]),  z t has exactly (2i)2 J blocks and by (1) ~ ~< 2J+1i; hence D n is a 
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block of z 1 . Since z = zlz l  R the ~th block from the left and the ~th block 
from the right must have the same length. That is { Da{ = I Dn t because 
n = 2J+~i + 1 - -  z .  
Thus if n, m ~f ( i , j  + 1, k) and D~, Dm are respectively the nth and 
mth blocks of some z ~ K( i , j  + 1) then 3~, ~ ~f( i , j ,  k) such that I D ,  I = 
1 Da I and I Dm [ ~- I Dm ]. Hence by the induction hypothesis [ D~ [ = [ D m l 
as blocks of z 1 . Thus ] D ,  ] = ] D~ {. [ ]  
Remark 3. The function g has the following properties 
$ 
(1) U g(s,j, k) -~ {m [ 1 ~ m ~ 2~'s}; 
k=l 
(2) I g(s,j, k)l = 2J; 
(3) g(s,j, k) c~g(s, fi k') = ;~ i f fk =# k'; 
(4) I f j>0g(s , j , k )={2ts+k[0~<t~25-1- -  1} 
w{2ts + l - -k}  l <. t ~ 2~-~}. 
Proof. Analogous to that of Remark 2. [ ]  
I f  ~ *~ w ~ Z* is a controlled derivation where the symbols of ~ label 
linear productions of the form ~ --+ a~, ~ --~ fia, c~ --~ e, then the string w is the 
concatenation of two "halves" x, y where x is the substring of w to the left of 
the last variable rased and y is the substring of w to the right of that variable. 
In the sequel, we shall need to refer to these substrings, hence we introduce 
the following. 
Convention. Let Z be an alphabet, V a set of variables and h ~ ~ w be a 
labeled linear production. I f w ~ Z*, choose an arbitrary but fixed representa- 
tion w = xfiy where fi = e. Thus any labeled linear production may be 
assumed to have the form l: ~ ~ xfiy where xy ~ Z* and t3 E V k) {e}. 
We write 0 ~ 0 V0 ~ V k) {E}. If 0 *~ z and ~r =/= E, then or ~ 1rll where h 
c~--+xfiy. Hence 0 N~ wl~w 2 ~zwlx~yw2 thus any controlled derivation 
using labeled linear productions may be assumed to have the form 0 *~ zlfiz ~ 
where ]3 ~ V k) {e} and z lz  ~ ~Z*.  Write ~r ~1 w to mean w = z 1 or w ~ z 2 
where 0 *~ zl~z ~ . Write rr *~j w when j  > 1 to mean ~r ~J-x w~ and wl ~t  w. 
We shall also find it convenient to indicate the level of control within paren- 
thesis, thus for ~ *~ w we may write ~r ~ w(j). When the level of control is 1 
we simply write ~r N w. 
PUMPING THEOREM. For all i ~ l ,  j ~ 0 if  K ~ ~( i ,  j )  then there exist 
natural numbers p, q such that if  z E K and ] z ] ~ p then 
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2 ~ 
(1) z = l~  s tu ,v ,wtx ,y , r ,  ; 
oj 
(2) z~ = y[ s~u~v~w~x~%r~ e K Vk >~ 0; 
t~l  
2 ~ 
(3) 1-I v~x~  ~; 
2~" 
(4) l I~u~v~x~y~ I < q, 
t=l  
where I-[  denotes concatenation. 
Proof .  By induction on j. Let j =0 ,  then K- -L (G)  where G = 
(V, I ,  a, P)  is a metalinear grammar of degree i. We may assume the rules 
of G are in normal form. 
Choosep=[  V[ iandq=[  V[-]-  1 and le tz~'Kbesuchthat ]z [  >p.  
Then a ~ ala2 "'" a s *~ z e Z'* where 1 ~ s ~ i. Hence z -~ z l z  2 ""  z~ where 
an*~zM V1 ~n~s.  I f  each zM is such that [znf ~ l  V[ then [z [  = 
~=:1 I zM I ~ s [ V I ~ i [ V I ~ P, a contradiction. Hence for some z n we 
have ] zM [ > I V t- Since an *~ zn using only productions of the form a --~ aft, 
--~ fia, ~ -+ E, it follows that the above derivation has the form a M ~ ala lb  ~ 
ala2~zb~b 1 ~ .. .  ~ ala2 ...  a,~a,~b~ .. .  b~b 1 ~ a la  2 .." a~b,~ "" b~b 1 = z~ where 
tabby(=1 for all e= l ,2 , . . . ,m.  Thus m=[z  n[ and hence m>[  V[. 
Consider the first ]V I  steps in the above derivation. We have ~0 
an ~ a l~lb l  ~ ala2~zb2bl ~ "'" ~ ala~ "'" a lv l~lv lb lv l  "'" b2bl • Clearly also 
there are ] V I + 1 variables a0, ~1,.-., alvl, hence there exists 
0 ~ Jo < Jl ~ [ V I such that ~o = ~'~" Set u 1 ~ a la  2 " .  a~o , v 1 = 
ajo+laJo+2 "" a~ , w 1 -~ a~1+1 "" a~bm "'" b~+x , Xl - -  bs~ "'" b%+1, and Yl = 
b~0 "-" b I then ~o -~ aM *~ ula%Yl  *~ UlVla~,x~Y~ *~ UlV~W~x~y~ . Since l a~be [ = 1 
Ve = 1, 2,..., m and J0 <J~ we have v~o% ~ e. Since ~'o =o~. we have 
an ~ u,vx~w~x~'Y~ Vk  ~ O, clearly also [ u~vtx~y~ [ ~ [ V [ < q. Set s 1 
z~z~ "" zM_ ~ and r~ == zM+~ "'" zs then (1), (2), (3), and (4) become valid 
fo r j  = 0. 
Assume the theorem is true for languages in J g ( i , j )  and let K e J~( i , j  + 1). 
Let Go, Gx ,..., G~+x be a sequence associated with K in the normal form 
theorem, then K =L(G~.+I , Gj .... , Go) =L(G¢+I ,  A) where A = 
L(G~,  G~_~ .... , Go)e~( i , j ) ,  the rules of G~.+t are in normal form and 
c_ c(a~+o. 
By the inductive hypothesis there exists natural numbers p, q associated 
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with the pumping theorem for A. Let z e K such that [ z I > P. Then if 
G = Gj+ 1 = (V ,~,a ,P ,L )  we have a N ,z¢2 J*  where r r~ACL* .  Let 
~r = l l l  ~ "" l~+t, since each production in P has one of the following forms 
h e~---~ a~, h a -+~a,  l: o~-+ E the above derivation has the form 
a o = ~ => a~b 1 ~ axa~a~b2bi => ... ~ ala2 .'. a,~anb,~ "" b~b x
l i 12 l~ I n 
aia ~ "'" anb~ "'" b2b 1 : -  z,  
l~+i 
where I a~b~ [ = 1 Ve = 1,..., n. Thus n = [ aia2 .'. a~b~ ... b~b i I = I z [ > p 
hence I ~ I = n + 1 > p + 1 > p. Thus 
2 ~ 
(1) ~" - :  1-[ s~u,%w,x,y~r, ; 
2 ~ 
(2) ~r~ =- l-I s~u~v~w*xt~ytrt ~ A Vk ~ 0; 
2 ~ 
(3) ~[ v~x, # e; 
1=1 
2 ~ 
(4) [ l - Iu~%x~y,  l < q. 
Since ~r ke A and A C C(G)  we have a N~, zk ¢ K Vk >/0.  Taking note of 
the form of ~r~ and expanding the above derivation we have 
= . . .  s2 Jg2f l )2~w2Jx2~ygj r2 J  
concatenated with 
r2, y2,x2,w2,v2,u2,s  
where if de{st ,  u , ,  %,  we,  x , ,y , ,  r, I t = 1,..., 2 j} then d*~ d and d ~ d. 
1-1.2 j+ l  By a change of notation ze has the form z k = 11,=1 s,utv~w,xt~ytr,  • 
Now clearly a nonempty segment of Tr e that iterates cannot contain a label 
l of a production of the form l : ~ --~ e because ~r~ derives a terminated string 
for all k, 7r~ being in C(G),  and if such an 1 is a symbol of the nonempty 
iterating segment of 7re then I erases the only variable in the sentential form. 
Hence the iterating non-empty segments of 7r e must yield nonempty substrings 
2g+l 
in z~. Thus I-It=x vtx~ ~ ~. 
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Since also each non erasing production in G has the form l: ~--~ aft, 
l: o~--+ fia it follows that ] 1-I~=~ u~v~x~y~ [ of z~ ~ [ l-[~=~ u~v~x~y~ t of ~r~ which 
is < q. This completes the induction and the proof of the theorem. [ ]  
Note. I f  G = (V, Z', ~, P, L) ~ ~ and the rules of G are in normal form, 
and if a *~ z ~ Z* then [ z [ ~ [ rr ]. This property was used in the preceeding 
theorem and will be used later. It is responsible for the fact that the natural 
numbers p, q associated with K, were chosen to be those associated with A. 
THEOREM 1. For all i >~ 1, j >~ 0 rid(i, j )  is properly included in 
d{( i , j  + 1). That is ~'(i ,  0) C tit'(i, 1) C d{(i, 2) C .... 
Proof. Clearly K( i , j )  ~dg( i , j ) .  We show K( i , j  + 1) CJ~(i , j ) .  
For assume K( i , j  + 1)~J4"(i,j) and let H~Wg( i , j )  be such that H= 
K(i, j + 1). Let p, q be natural numbers associated with the pumping lemma 
for H. Choose n > p, q and set w ~ cancb n, x = wit, y ~ xx R and z ~ y~ 
then z ~ K( i , j  + 1). Thus z ~ H and 
2 j 
(1) z = 1F-[ s#~v~w~x~y~r~ ; 
~=1 
2 ~ 
(2) z~ - -  1-[ stu*v/~w*x~%r* ~ H Vk ~> 0; 
2 j 
(4) 1-[ v~x~ vL E. 
~=1 
By (4) some v, or x, is not E. Assume vt ~ e (an analogous argument holds if 
some x t @ e). Then c cannot be a symbol of v t . For otherwise v t would have 
one of the following forms aicb j, b~ea j, aicca ~, blccb 3 where 0 ~ i, j < n, due 
to the facts that I w, 1 < q by (3) and q ~ n. Now by (2) v, and possibly other 
segments iterate within z to yield words in H. But iterating any of the above 
forms (regardless of the iteration of the other segments) yields words not in 
any K( i , j ) .  For instance if v t = aicb ~ where i, j > 0 then vtv ~ = aicbJaicb j 
yielding strings where some a is to the right of some b. Analogous contradic- 
tions occur for the other forms. Thus c cannot be a symbol of v, which 
implies that v, is totally contained within some block of z, say D. Similarly 
any vt or x~ that occur in (1) must be totally contained within some block. 
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Now consider z 2 of (2) and let E be the block containing Dv,.  Then 
since z2 e K( i , j  + 1) E is an ruth block of z z for some m ~ (1, 2,..., 2J+2i). 
Hence by Remark 2 (1), m e f ( i , j  q- 1, k) for some 1 <~ k ~ 2i. By Remark 2 
(4) for each t e f ( i , j  + 1, k) we have [Et [ = I E ] where Et is the tth block of 
z 2 . But [ f ( i , j  + 1, k)I ---- 2 j+l hence we have a total of 2 j+l blocks of z~ of 
length [ E [. Now k ~f ( i , j  + 1, k) hence the kth block E~ ofz  2 has length I E I. 
Also z2 e K( i , j  + 1), this implies z 2 = (X~XlR) 2~ for some x~ e K(i, 0). But 
1 ~ k ~ 2i hence Ek is a block of x l .  By Remark 1, the block E~,, of x 1 
adjacent to Ek must have length 1 E i. Clearly k' ~- k + 1 or k' = k --  1 
depending on whether k is odd or even. In any case k' ~ k. Thus by Remark 2 
(3) f ( i , j  + 1, k )c~f( i , j  + 1, k ' )=  ;g. Also by Remark 2 (4) for each 
t ~f ( i , j  + 1, k') we have I Et [ = I E~, I- Thus for each t E f ( i , j  + I, h) ~9 
f ( i , j  -k 1, k') we have [ Et [ ~ [ E I where E t is the tth block of z2. That is 
a total of 2 j+2 blocks of z2 must have length [ E [ ~ ] Dv, I ~ I D [ + ] vt [ = 
n + I vtl  ~ n, (since % 4: E). 
However by (2) and the fact that any vt or xt must be totally contained 
within some block, it follows that zz is obtained from z by increasing the 
length of at most 2 ~'+1 blocks. This leads to a contradiction and proves the 
theorem. []  
L~MM_~. Let j > 0 and let (Gj, Gj_ 1 ,..., Go) e J/( i ,  j) be in normal form. 
Let Go = (Vo,Lo , ao, Po) and Gt = (Vt ,L t ,  at, Pt,Lt_I) for 1 ~ t ~ j .  
Let z tEL(G*,  Gt-1 .... , Go) t = O, 1, 2 , . . , j  be such that % G z o and 
at ~ ~-1 zt for 1 <~ t <~ j. 
8 
I f  zo ~ l-L=1 z(O, k), and for some 1 ~ k <~ s the following hold 
(1) z(O, k) = u(O, k) v(O, k) w(O, k) x(O, k) y(O, k); 
(2) l u(O, k) v(O, k) x(O, k)y(O, k)1 < I Vol + 1; 
(3) v(O, k) x(O, k) 4: E; 
(4) z(0, 1) z(0, 2 ) ' "  z(0, k - -  1) u(0, k) v(0, k) m w(0, k) x(0, k) ~ y(0, k) 
z(O, k + 1) ' "  z(O, s - -  1) z(O, s) eL(Go) Vm ~ O. 
T- - r  2 j8  t • 
Then zj -~ IL.=I zu,  r) where for all 1 ~ u ~ s, z(O, u) *~5 z(j, r) for all 
r e g(s, j, u) and the following hold 
(1') For all r ~g(s,j, k) 
z(j, r) -- u(j, r) v~j, r) w(j, r) x(j, r) y(j, r); 
[ I-[ u(j,r) v(j,r)x(j,r)y(j, O I < IV  o[ + 1; (23 
r~g(sd,k)  
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(3') ~I v(j, r) x(j, r) ~ ~; 
r~e(s,j,/~) 
(4') I f  we set z(m,j, r) = z(j, r) Vm >~ 0 and r ~g(s, j, k) and set 
z(m, j, r) = u(j, r) v(j, r) ~ w(j, r) x(j, r) ~ y(j ,  r) Vm >~ 0 and r ~ g(s, j, k), then 
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I~ z(m,j, r) ~L(G~, G~_ 1 ..... Go) Vm >/O. 
q'=l 
Proof. By induction on j. Let j= l  and let %*~zoz 1. Since z 0 = 
z(0, 1) z(0, 2) "'" z(0, s), the preceeding derivation has the form 
~0 = ~1 *~ z(1, 1) ~lz(1, 2s) *~ ~(1, 1) ~(1, 2) ~(1 ,  2s - 1) ~0, 2s) z(O,1) z(0,2) 
*~ ... *~ z(1, 1) ... z(1, s) ~,z(1, s + 1) ..-z(1, 2s), 
z(0,3) z(O,s) 
where a s=E,  z(0, u)*~lz(1, u) and z(0, u)*~lz(1,2s+ l - -u )  for all 
--~ s 2s 1 ~ u .~ . Hence z 1 : I - I t -1 z ( l ,  r) where for all 1 ~ u ~ s, z(0, u) *~1 
z(1, r) Vr e g(s, 1, u). 
If for some 1 ~< k ~ s (1), (2), (3), (4) hold, then the segment 
z(1, k) ~z(1 ,  2s + 1 - -  k) °~/~-1 z(O,k) 
has the expansion 
*~ u~ *~ uv52~ *~ uvwSa~u *~ uvwx54xwvu O~lc--1 u(O,k) v(0,k) w(0,k) x(O,k) 
*~ uvwxy%yxwvu 
y(O,k) 
where e(O, k) *~ e and e(O, k) *~ ~ for all e ~{u, v, w, x,y). Set u(1, k) = u, 
v(1, k) =v ,  w(1, k) =w,  x(1, k )=x ,  y(1, k )=y ,  u(1,2sq- 1 - -k )=37,  
v(1,2s+ 1 - -k )=g,  w(1,2s+ 1 - -k )=~,  x(1,2s+ 1 - -k )=g,  and 
y(1, 2s + 1 -- k) == g. Then (1') is immediate. 
(2') follows from (2) using the argument in the note following the 
pumping theorem. 
(3') and (4') and the inductive step follow by the argument given in the 
pumping theorem. [] 
TnmREra 2. For all i >~ 1, j >~ 0 ~( i ,  j) C ~( i  + 1, j). 
Proof. We have shown K(i,j)~./~(i,j) for all i >~ 1, j ~> 0. To prove 
the theorem we show K(i + 1,j) ¢Jg(i,j). 
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For assume otherwise, then there exists a sequence G~., Gj_ 1 .... , G o of 
grammars such that G o is metalinear of degree i and G, e £¢ for all 1 ~ t ~ j  
and such that K(i + 1, j) = L( G~ , Gj_I ,... , Go). By the normal form theorem 
we may assume (Gj, Gj_ 1 .... , Go) is in normal form. 
Let H =L(G~,  Gj_ 1 .... , Go) and choose 
(a) a natural number n > i(I V o I -~ 2) where G o = (Vo, Zo, %,  Po)- 
Let w = (cancbn)i+lc and 
wwR) 2j-1 if j > 0, 
then z ~ K(i + 1,j). Hence z e H and ~z, eL(G, ,  Gt-1 ,..., Go) Vt = O, 
1,...,j such that % *~ z o and a, ~z~_l z, for t = 1, 2,...,j where % is the start 
symbol of G, ,  and such that z = zj.  
Since G o is metalinear of degree i we have go ~ ~(0, 1) ~r(0, 2) "'" a(0, s) *~ 
z o for some 1 ~< s ~< i. Hence z o = z(0, 1) z(0, 2 ) ' "  z(0, s) = 1-I~=1 z(0, r) 
__ "1--[ 2j8 where a(0, r) *=> z(0, r) V1 <~ r ~< s. Hence by the lemma zj - - ,  ~r=~ z(j, r) 
where, for all 1 <~ k <~ s, z(O, k) ~ z(j, r) for all r ~ g(s, j, k). Claim for all 
l <~ k <~ s. 
(b) I I-[ z( j , r)  <~2J (2n+2+]  Vo[). 
~eg(8,j,/c) 
For if ]I-I~o(~,j,k) z(j,r)l  <~lVol then the claim is valid, and if 
] 1-I~g(,,J,~) z(j, r)] > [ V o I then since [ z(0, k)l >/I [I~g(~.~.~) z(j, r)[ we have 
[ z(0, k)[ > ] V o [. Since a(0, k) *~ z(0, k) and since G O is in normal form we 
must have strictly more than I Vo[ steps in the above derivation. By the 
method used in the proof of the pumping theorem, we have 
(1) z(0, k) = u(0, k) v(0, k) w(0, k) x(0, k) y(0, k), where 
(2) I u(0, k) v(0, k) x(0, k) y(0, k)] < [ V o I + 1, 
(3) v(0, k) x(0, k) ~ E, and 
(4) z(O, 1) z(O, 2).'- z(O, k -- 1) u(O, k) v(O, k) ~ w(O, k) x(O, k) ~ y(O, k) 
z(0, k + 1) "'- z(0, s -- 1) z(O, s) eL(Go) Vm >/O. 
By the lemma since (1), (2), (3), (4) are valid, we have 
(1') For each r eg(s, j, k), z(j, r) = u(j, r) v(j, r) w(j, r) x(j, r) y(j ,  r), 
where 
(2') I I-[~g(,,,,~)u(j,r) v(j ,r)  x( j , r )y( j , r ) [  <]  Vo[+ 1, 
(3') [I,~o(,,J,~) v(j, r) x(j, r) g= E, and 
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(4') if we set z (m, j , r ) -~z( j , r )Vm~O and r(~g(s,j,k), and set 
z(m,j, r) ~ u(j, r) v(j, r) ~ w(j, r) x(j, r) m y(j, r) Vm ~ 0 and r ~g(s,j, k), 
2Js 
we have I~=1 z(m,], r) ~L(G~, Gj_ 1 ,..., Go) Vm ~ O. 
By (3') some v(j, r) or x(j, r) is not E for r ~g(s,j, k), say v(j, r) 4: ~ (the 
argument is analogous if x(j, r) 4: e). By the same argument used in Theorem 1, 
any v(j, r) or x(j, r) where r eg(s,j, k) is totally contained within some block 
of z. Let D be the block of z containing v(j, r) (where v(j, r)v~ ~). Let 
z' -~ lr~sl,=l z(2,j, r) of (4') and let E be the block of z'  containing Dv(j, r). 
Then since z 'eK( i+  ],j), E is an ruth block of z'  for some 
m e{1, 2 , . ,  2~'+1(i + 1)). Hence m ~f(i  + 1,j, k') for some 1 ~ k' ~ 2(i + 1). 
By the same argument used in the Theorem 1 there exists a k" ~ k' + 1 
or k' --  1 depending on whether k' is odd or even, such that for each 
m Ef(i  + 1,j, k') wf ( i  + 1,j, k") we have ]Em ] ---- ] E]  = n' where E~ is 
the mth block of z' and n' is the length of E. Let h ----min{k', k"} then 
{k', k"} = {h, h + 1} and at least [f(i + 1,j, h) wf ( i  + 1,j, h + 1)I ~ 2 5+1 
blocks of z' have length n' > n. But by (4'), the increase in length is due to 
the iteration of some segment in the set A -~ {v(j, r), x(j, r)[ r ag(s,j, k)}, 
and since each such segment is totally contained in some block of z, we 
conclude at most 2 ]g(s,j, k)] ~ 2 j+l blocks of z'  have length strictly larger 
than n. This means exactly 2 ~+1 blocks of z'  have length n', namely 
{E~ J m ~f( i  + 1,j, h) t J f ( i  + 1,j, h + 1)}. 
Furthermore it is clear that if some w ~ A is such that w ---- E then fewer 
than 2 j+l blocks of z'  have length > n, (since each such w is totally included 
in some block and I A I ---- 2~+1) • Hence v(j, r) 4: e and x(.~ r) ~ e Vr ~g(s,j, k). 
Similarly a contradiction occurs if more than one segment of A is contained 
in the same block of z. This implies that for all 
m ~f(i + 1,.~ h) u f ( i  + 1,.~ h + 1), 
E~ = D~w for some w ~ A where D~ is the mth block of z. 
Let B = {D~, I m ~f( i  + 1,j, h) u f ( i  + 1,j, h + 1)} and define ~7: A --+ B 
by ~7(w) = D iff w is a segment of D. Then by the above ~7 is a one-to-one 
onto map and is monotone in the sense that if w precedes w' in z then ~(w) 
precedes ~7(w') in z. Now using the integer representation for r ~g(s,j, k), 
define B': A --+ B as follows: 
I f j  = 0, let 
n'(~(0, k)) - -  D~,  
~'(~(0, k)) = D~+~. 
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I f j  > 0, let 
~'(v(j, 2ts + k)) = D~,(~+~)+~ t 
~f(x(j, 2ts + k)) = D4t(i+l)+~+l~ 
~'(v(j, 2ts + 1 -- k)) = D4,(i+l)_~ 
~'(x(j, 2ts -I- 1 -- k)) = Da,(~+t)_n+~, 
for 0~<t~<2 j - l -  1, 
for 1 .<<t~<2 j-1. 
Then by its form ~7' is an onto map, and since A and B are finite sets with the 
same cardinality it follows that ~/ is one-to-one. Furthermore from the 
integer epresentation it follows that ~/is monotone. Hence ~ ----- ~7'- 
This means for all r ag(s,j, k), v(j, r), x(j, r) are in adjacent blocks of 
z. Hence Vr ~g(s,j, k), v(j, r) w(j, r) x(j, r) is a segment of a string of the 
form a~cb '~ or b~ca'L Thus using (2') we have for all r ~ g(s, j, k) 
I z(j, r)l  = I u(j, r) v(j, r) w(j, r) x(j, r) y(j, r)l 
= I u(j, r) y( j ,  r)[ + [ v(j, r) w(j, r) x(j, r)[ 
<lVo I+ l+2n+l=2n+lVo  +2.  
Now ]g(s,j, k)] = 2 J, hence I I-Ir~o(8.J,k) z(j, r)] ~< 2 j (2n + [V 0 [ + 2) and 
claim (b) is valid. 
To complete the proof we estimate the length of z in two ways. By its 
T-r2  j s  / • x definition I z I ---- 25 ((i + 1) (2n + 2) + 1) and from z ~--- l lr=l zt], r) using 
(b) we have 
s2J(2n + I V0l + 2) ~< i2~(2n + [ V0] + 2). 
This leads to 2~((i+ 1) (2n-]- 2) + 1) ~<i2~(2n + ] V0I + 2) or 
equivalently n ~ i/2 ([ V0[ - -3 ) .  But by our choice in (a) we have 
i(1 V0 I ÷ 2) < n, hence n < n. This contradiction shows K(i + 1,j) 6~( i , j )  
and proves the theorem [] 
THEOREM 3. For each i >~ 1,j >/0 ~( i , j )  is properly included in ~. .  
Proof. By induction on j where i is arbitrary we have .£Z(i, j) _C ~. .  
To show that each inclusion is proper, assume otherwise. Then for some 
j, JZ(i, j) = ~.  Hence J~(i, j) ---- ~ D J/f(i + 1, j) D x/f(i, j), thus ~'(i, j) = 
d{(i + 1, j) which contradicts Theorem 2. 
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For a specific example of a language in ~,  but not in dt( i , j )  for all i >/1, 
let 
A = {ca~cb ~ In >~ 1}, 
Ko = A+c, 
IK if j=0 ,  
Kj = {(xxR)V_l 1 x ~ Ko} if j > 0. 
co  
It is simple to see that for all j />  0, K~- = Ui=l K(i, j )  and by induction 
that K~ ~ ~¢~.. 
Assume K s Edg(i,j) for some i. Let z be defined as in Theorem 2, then 
-r-r2Js zaK( i+  1,j) C_Kj. Claim z' =l l r=~z(2,g,r )  of (4') in the proof of 
Theorem 2 must remain in K(i + 1,j). This follows from the facts that no 
c's were removed or added by the iterations of (4') and that the number of c's 
in any word in K(i , j )  is precisely 2J(2i q- 1). Thus the number ofc's occurring 
in z' is the same as the number ofc's occurring in z which is 2J(2(i + 1) q- 1), 
hence z' ~ K(i q- 1,j). Now the remaining steps in Theorem 2 apply without 
change and result in a contradiction. Hence K~. ~ ~-  Ui~1 dl( i , j ) .  [] 
THEOREM 4. Jd(i, j) = JX/(r, s) if and only if i = r andj = s. 
Proof. For all j ~> 0 let M 3 = {a~c~a~c2anca ... nc2J+lln)o}, then 
Mj ~ Jg(1, j) and M~+I¢£~j (see Khabbaz, to appear). Thus for all 
j ~> 0 d l (1, j  + 1) -- ~ J: Z. Let J l ( i , j )  = Jg(r, s), clearly we may assume 
j<s .  But then ~q~,.D_Jd(i, j)=dl(r,s)D_J¢l(l,s)D_Jd(1,j+l), hence 
d/ (1, j  + 1) -- ~ = ~ a contradiction. [] 
The preceding results show that each family ~CP~. has a metalinear hierarchy. 
Thus in terms of the properties already mentioned the families ~f~. are 
analogous to the context free family. Furthermore the families dl(i, j )  and 
are characterized by devices which are generalizations of the ordinary 
push-down acceptor (Khabbaz, 1972), thus making the extensions ~.  
reasonable extensions of the context free languages. 
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